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THIS IS A KAIROS TIME IN SALVATION HISTORY  
AND WE ARE PRIVILEGED TO LIVE IN THIS ERA. 

WHILE IT IS A TIME OF GLOBAL DISRUPTIVE CHANGE . . .  
NEVERTHELESS

GOD IS DOING SOMETHING NEW AND POWERFUL. 

We understand that significant financial and human resources are needed for high-impact 

Kingdom work, and we discern that in addition to established and recognized sources, God is 

raising up an abundance of “new wine for new wine skins” (Mark 2: 19-22) – enormous transfer 

of intergenerational wealth, sale of companies, new supernaturally blessed business, movements 

among influencers and leading givers to AGGREGATE, COOPERATE AND CONSOLIDATE FOR 

BIG IMPACT.

OUR MISSION IS TO...

Accelerate and achieve big-vision Kingdom initiatives as God leads us

OUR PURPOSE IS TO...

Engage with high-capacity people of faith to link them with Kingdom investment opportunities in 

vetted, trustworthy ministries and organizations doing Kingdom work in the “domain” (or area) of 

service they feel motivated to support. And we will facilitate either anonymity, if that is desired, or 

meaningful ways to engage in purpose driven travel and other hands-on involvement with recipient 

partners, if preferred.

We believe we have been positioned to generate and deploy 

significant resources in unique cooperation with multiple centers of 

influence:



  - WHERE THE CHURCH IS NOT -

“Finishing the Task – 2033”

(Global network lead partner, of many – Saddleback Church)

The Great Commission (Mathew 28:16-20) has been a mandate of the church since Jesus pro-

claimed it close to his death on the cross at age 33. The 2,000th anniversary of this milestone is 

upon us in 12 years! Over the last decades much progress has been made to identify and quantify 

the remaining “unreached” and “unengaged” people groups with strategies now in place to provide 

a bible, a believer and a body of Christ in each. Resources are required to address the NEED FOR 

ACCELERATING:  Bible translation (well led), evangelism, church planting, prophetic and gospel 

movements, activating prayer, disciple making movements/bible studies, supporting the persecut-

ed church, igniting “dangerous good” men and women to service and much more. 

- WHERE THE CHURCH IS, AND NEEDS TO BE STRENGTHENED -

“Connecting influencers and ideas for global mission” 

(Global network lead partner, of many – Lausanne Movement)

The Great Commandment (Mark 12: 28-34) encompasses the “believer’s” responsibility to love 

God with all our heart, soul and mind and our neighbor as we would ourselves. Resources are 

required to address the NEED FOR INVIGORATING the church, in its diverse, historical and global 

expressions to: identify and grow key leaders, develop strategies for each region to reignite the 

church’s passion to serve and bless the least of these, the hungry and naked, those in prison, wid-

ows, orphans and more. Domains of ministry service opportunities include freedom and recovery 

from addiction and trafficking, Christian education, housing, health and wellness, job creation and 

social enterprise, justice and reconciliation, care of creation and much more.

TO WHOM MUCH IS GIVEN, MUCH IS REQUIRED . . . The Kingdom Alliance represents a grow-

ing circle of people of faith and influence inspired to work together for redemptive change through 

big-vision Kingdom impact.


